


THE #1 WORLD PREMIUM MARTIAL ARTS CHANNEL

Over 50  
live events 
every year

ENGLISH

PRIME FIGHT is a new, hard-hitting, action-packed 24hr martial arts channel dedicated to all fight 
lovers who crave action, adrenaline and real combat experience. From traditional martial arts to 
professional fights, PRIME FIGHT gives you access to HD video content from around the world, 
including: Boxing, MMA, Karate, Sumo, Kickboxing and more available to you for unlimited viewing 
24 hours a day, 7 days a week, all year long. The channel has an exclusive, available only on PRIME 
FIGHT, rights and content from the leading by attendance tournaments in Europe and the world, 
that are held in the biggest arenas in these countries: Finland, Lithuania, Estonia, Latvia, Germany, 
Slovakia, Poland, England, Cyprus, Turkey, Spain and many more. Events consists of these countries 
local super starts and the most famous worldwide fighters.  PRIME FIGHT offers over 50 live 
events every year. 

PRIME FIGHT features premium programs either live or delayed. With passion, focus, and hard 
work our company keeps searching for the best possible martial arts related programs such as 
live events, news, documentaries and reality shows for all those who like to watch and learn. The 
channel showcase the best fights from the professional and amateur world that can meet the 
expectations of clients and audiences everywhere. PRIME FIGHT CHANNEL has partnerships with 
various elite fighting organizations and broadcasters so the viewers can get the best and exclusive 
content ever assembled under one roof. 



FEATURING PROGRAMS AND KEY EVENTS

PRIME FIGHT features the most spectacular live and delayed martial arts events such as boxing, 
kickboxing, K-1, MMA, sumo, karate, judo, wushu, muay thai, aikido, teakwondo, kempo, jujutsu, 
kung fu, kendo, hopkido, krav maga, sambo, wrestling etc. PRIME FIGHT channel broadcasts the 
most important title matches for the champion belts as well as historical fights for the titles, 
interviews with legendary fighters, preparation for their fights and training process.  



PRIME FIGHT has exclusive rights to LIVE events: 

KOK (KING OF KINGS)
KOK (KING OF KINGS) is the leading global kickboxing brand. With the 
strongest fight cards delivering nonstop action, these spectacular 
premier series events thrill live audiences in sold-out arenas and 
millions more watching live on television. KOK is a contest of punching 
and kicking, defeating an opponent using the most elemental fighting 
techniques. The rules are deliberately simple and designed for 
maximum excitement, encouraging the fighters to always go directly 
for a knockout win. 

MMA BUSHIDO
MMA BUSHIDO is a major platform of the matchups between the 
top fighters on the planet before a global audience. It is a contest of 
punching, kicking, wrestling, defeating an opponent using the most 
elemental fighting techniques. The arm, leg locks or chokes on the 
ground are giving a lot expression and contingency to the fights. With 
strongest fight cards bringing non-stop action, MMA BUSHIDO events 
thrill live audiences in sold out arenas.

DREAM BOXING
DREAM BOXING is the biggest boxing promotion in Northern Europe 
countries, organizing shows with the best fighters in the world and 
uniting the most prominent fighters of Europe. Each live event consists 
super fights of the most famous northern Europe athletes who brings 
nonstop action, thrilling and explosive fights.  



NEW 4 K CHANEL
COMING IN 2022



The way you used to know martial arts is about to be changed with 
new PRIME FIGHT channel. PRIME FIGHT has the drive to learn every 
day thanks to the passion for combat sports and broadcast media.

CONTACTS:
Info@primefight.tv 

www.primefight.tv


